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Abstract: Even mass customization has to consider the
different mindset needed to respond to the social and
business changes determined by COVID-19. The present
work investigates this issue focusing on mass
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until this Pandemic to Europe as a liaison between
EURATEX, our counter part organisation located in
Brussels and Responsible Business Conduct Unit,
OECD, located in Paris which edited the Due Diligence
guidance of our industry [5]. I should note that
EURATEX already defined Mass Customisation as the
next needed practice for textile industry in 2004 [6]
preparing massive goods import from China, the newly
joined member of WTO.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sustainable business and Mass Customisation have
been the buzzwords for years, well before COVID-19
Pandemic. In this post COVID-19 era, the shift of
mindset and the next model for the New Normal should
be sought. They must be different from the previous ones
to reflect dramatic change of social and business
environment. In particular, in Mass Customization more
attention should be pai to risk management (see Fig. 1
for a reference scheme based on [1]).
In the present work, in addition to the literature, I will
use the knowledge I ganined with my experience on risk
management and Mass Customisation applied in apparel
industry. I will also take advantage from the insights I
gained through my work in a domestic development
committee for international consumer goods safety
standard [2] and national standards [3].
In risk management there are two simple steps called
risk assessment before actual practices [1]. First one
should be searching all the foreseeable risks and then
followed by identification of these risks dividing into
two categories, tolerable and acceptable or intolerable
nor unacceptable. We should focus on the latter
unacceptable risks to mitigate or eliminate hazard and
damages. The scope of foreseeable risk should be
discussed again later.
This paper is focused on my recent insights on the
next phase of consumer business, as one of few
practitioners from apparel industry and an alumni of
MCPC, co-chaired by Prof. Frank Piller and late Prof.
Mitchel Tseng, 2005 to 2011. The insights has been
developed from my experience as an independent
lecturer, consumer customer experience consultant and
working for our domestic umbrella textile industry
organization [4] as contract base. I also traveled often
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Fig. 1. Risk Management Scheme[1]
I could see various signs toward sustainability
transformation although sometimes they are vague and
superficial. There are some arguments that this shift
might not happen since we could not afford to propel the
program desired under harsh global economic recession.
The most famous fashion industry event related to
Sustainability except trade shows might be the one
named Copenhagen Fashion Summit since 2009. The
event has been sponsored by HRH The Crown Prince of
Denmark and she made an opening remarks as a patron
in May 2019 at the previous event. “Profit cannot
continue to be the primary measure of success.
Sustainable transformation must be a business imperative
and a core priority” [7]. Unfortunately her speech had
been regarded in most cases as the next practice or just
providing the long direction.
This paper related to the new phase of Mass
Customisation from an apparel industry veteran and

focused on most part on the new way of thinking in
consumer goods industry as well as textile and garment.
The essence and their parts might be already introduced,
cited, quoted in some part or whole though not had been
regarded seriously until this pandemic. For example five
years ago, Bill Gates already warned that the biggest
potential killer the world faced wasn't war, but a
pandemic [8]. We could and should learn a lot from these
existing insights and warnings seriously this time.
I would like to add one more important thing to share
that the business scope change, to reconfigure our
mindset and business scheme by selecting our basic
elements and notions regarding business itself from
scratch.
Hoping my insight could provide some light to open
up the new stage of Mass Customisation for those
already envolved in and also future practitioners.
2. NEW AGENDA SHOULD BE BUILT ON
SHIFTED BUSINESS SCOPE
There are some arguments on the stage of Mass
Customisation, its bright and shadow.
From consumer side we could get not so much value
from MC and also Personalisation in general. No
accurate data on the real number of consumers engaged
at least once or more but we see quite a few enthusiasm
among consumer market. We see some reasons, the
optimisation of consumer experience might not be
sufficient, too dull to configure every needed parameters,
or select from available prepared choices, defined the
products one by one and it sure takes some time.
From industry side we could see the burden of
fragmented process of configuration needed to each
product one by one and hard to maintain its initial cost
and get profit except prestigious product such as custom
build cruisers with expensive price tags. Most of
consumer goods have certain margins, it’s a open secret
within textile industry that marked up at least three times
with actual production cost, sometimes much much
more. Numbers might sound huge but that should cover
all the administrative expenses and unsold risk hedge,
sometimes the number exceeds more than half of total
production.
One third would be soled with the initial tagged price,
one third with marked down price and the rest
incinerated or discarded[9]. We had been doing our
business in economy of scale and that system had been
regarded as the most rational practice on the planet.
Table 1. Evaluation of MCP
Consumer insights

Business insights

A few value added

Low return on investment and
high operating cost

Lack of fascinating cases

Hard to find prospect customers

Overall not so good experience

Personalisation preferable to
Customisation

Few incentives for repeat order

Hard to provide full satisfaction
from the first order

The Pandemic showed the modern technology and
science have its certain limits and we rediscovered that
human being belongs to nature system of earth. Humans

could influence or made huge impact on nature but we
are not the masters as we learned it would take time for
human being to get medicine and vaccine to cope with
tiny unseen viruses we encountered. The most important
fact should be we are forced to change our mindset to do
business after this Pandemic.
Table 2. ESG factors
Environmental

factors include the contribution a company or
government makes to climate change through
greenhouse gas emissions, along with waste
management and energy efficiency

Social

include human rights, labor standards in the
supply chain, any exposure to illegal child
labor, and more routine issues such as
adherence to workplace health and safety

Governance

refers to a set of rules or principles defining
rights, responsibilities and expectations between
different stakeholders

Source: ROBECO [10]

The basic business requirements would shift to the
nature, and ESG, Environment, Social and Governance,
focused thinking and these transformation should be the
base for the next business practice. In this transition
phase we should build our business with new scope
including business field, system, process, skills and
mindset. The word and notion of scope might be less
familiar in business field since we had been doing
business on the same field, the same business scope.
They are common in standards, both international and
national as the global standard system has been
harmonized already. Every standard has its scope,
selected range the standard refereed. It’s too obvious so
reary to be mentioned that every standard does not deal
its outside of scope. Very similar situation I could see
close relations between standard and business.
In this globalized world though not completely the
same but almost the similar measures we employ to
evaluate business activities and outcomes, such as
accounting practices on business efficiency and outputs.
In this globalized world it’s critical for investors to get
the result by the unified accounting practices and we had
already common guidelines with the time frame. After
the Pandemic we need the scope shift in this
transformation period since we should deal more aspects
between human and nature than pre Pandemic era where
we could pay no attention or could not see the existence
of economic externalities, such as the treatment cost of
waste and garbage, the final stage of products marketed
by consumer business.
Municipal garbage treatment has been done by local
authorities and its cost paid by local taxes from citizens
and business fundamentally. Taxation system has its
problems and in some countries the collected sum might
not afford collection system locally. Once the duty to pay
local taxes had been fulfilled, business don’t have to
think about their products lifecycle or who, where how
long used nor other parameters of their products and post
consumer usage. They don’t have responsibilities once
the product ownership handed to others unless focused
on quality improvement utilizing customers’ feedback.
“ In engineering, our discussion and design could not
be done without setting the scope, the targeted area.
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Therefore, there remains the outside areas which
originally regarded the unnecessary topics to discuss, but
they tend to turn to be untouchable and forbidden. That
leads us to face significant amount of unexpected events
[11]”
Existing economic externalities should be defined by
us under typical circumstance so once the setting
condition has changed we should review them from
scratch. The common argument might be focused mainly
on ESG, especially Social factors in 2020.
EU already declared to shift to Circular Economy
well before this Pandemic in 2015 [12] and disclosed its
action plan [13]. EU also proposed its ambitious package
including recovery plan with significant budget in May
2020 [14]. The different material utilization cycle among
three types of economy is characterized in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Three Economy types
Unfortunately material utilization from postconsumer
textiles have some limitation in fiber quality, recycling a
couple of times at most especially for natural fibers, by
one of wool reclaimed yarn spinner [15]. Both
mechanical and chemical methods employed should
reduce quality in every recycling. It’s impossible to stop
landfill and incineration but eliminating the portion
toward zero could be available by taking note on
recyclability of material used, such as avoiding
unnecessity mixed spinning yarn and textiles, throughout
the process.
Mixed spinning yarn, multi contents fabric and
multiple structured garment should be the obstacle for
sorting and recycling to reuse, recycle and circular
textiles. The reason comes from its process costs
environmentally and economically but not from technical
hurdles. There are arguments that we should face the
unsortable portion since not all of the collected
postconsumer textiles carry the contents information on
them nor their original vendors contact information to
confirm. The labeling requirements might not be
sufficient due to multi parts and simplification allowed,
not originally intended for recycling as they are called
care labels.
Also collecting sheme shoud matter for transforming
textile busines into circular. Municipal or private run
colleting system including boxed on the shop floor and
roadside mean mixed items of various contents collected
together that should need to be sorted afterwards. One
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example, yellow colour box made with firm steel, in
Brussels, February 2020 is shown as Fig. 3. below.

Fig. 3. Roadside Collection Box in Brussels photo: YC
All item collected within one box means system
needs another process selecting valuable items for reuse
or recycling, both have resale value, since the value for
collectors might be slightly different from that of
consumers’ [16].
The northern Europe and certain area of Canada had
the higher collecting rate but it’s hard to get the precise
data, including Japan.
The zero waste will remain our common goal.
Developing the next scope reflecting social change
would be essential as the first step to rebuild every
industry. We have to take care about our broader
responsibilities as our given condition, even though it
might take some time to be mandated.
Extended Producer Responsibilities (EPR) discussed
and recommended to global policy makers by OECD in
these three decades. But the actual adoption and
utilisation remains limited proportion until now [18]. The
discussion had been focused on the developing its
guiding principle toward the emergent issues and EPR
had been concluded as the most rational.
In 1990s urban garbage treatment became hot issues.
Municipal waste has increased 22% per capita from 1980
to 1997 [17]. In some surrounding areas the bad odor and
water pollution cased by so called the garbage mountain
became the common topics. Because local authorities in
developing countries didn’t have enough capabilities to
collect local taxes to maintain garbage treatment and no
one could solve the problems of these abandoned
garbage. Globally urbanisation accompanies by
increasing consumption of goods and their packages and
that followed by increasing the volume of garbage. It’s
the typical imbalance between the growing speed of
population and social system development. In developed
countries we faced thesame imbalance but had enough
capabilities and budget to deal the problem by
introducing the rule for separate garbage collection or
setting up facilities for noncombustible waste by
incineration to reduce volume as ash. Under EPR scheme
some recycling policy implemented with certain
responsibilities by industry to tackle the problem.
Modern business has regarded EPR mostly beyond
their duties and been responsible for onlly regulated.
That outside area existed as economic externalities and
it’s quite natural that business entities have tendency to
minimize them for their bottom line. In some countries

the policy advice of OECD had been adopted to promote
EPR in some categories. France has been the front runner
of mandate textile collection utilising EPR since 2007
[18]. All the vendors marketed textile merchandise have
the obligation but they can either set up an individual
recycling and treatment system for this waste, or
contribute financially to a special purpose company
created for this scheme [19]. Sweden implemented the
deposit for textile products for separate collection [20].
From risk management perspective the next practice
should be as Fig. 4. below.

Table 3. Current situation of MCP
Merit

Constraint

Low risk of return and
Difficulty in matching
unsold
• available configuration
provided and what customer
• the best matching customers
desired
and products
• fixed order driven production
• prospect customers and
service providers
• elimination of excess
production and consumption
Customer contact
Business continuity
information confirmed
matters
• could hear both pros and cons • low affordability due to
to improve product and
higher cost of single batch
system
production
• could hear the next order
• small number of customers to
timing to streamline
maintain the system for
production forecasting
expendables
Availability to provide
post production service
suitable for circular
economy
• mending
• collection to utilize the
material used

High environment
footprint
• single batch process supply
chain wide in this existing
economy of scale

What and how Mass Customization could contribute
after COVID-19? We have to think about the area
beyond company and industry borders as shown in Fig.
5.

Fig. 4. The next business risk assessment
After Pandemic we have to start utilizing these
existing discussion to eliminate economic externalities to
prepare the second wave and also the next Pandemic.
Every new business should have their scopes to contain
broad former economic externalities.
The main shift should be reviewing all the known
risk including the topics previously regarded as
economic externlities and various warnings by experts
such as the one by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
on the Pandemic [8]. In the next business risk analysis
we could and should utilize our experiences under
Pandemic. We also should expand and maximize the
range of acceptable situation learned from this Pandemic
and Lockdown. We should learn that ourselves have
broader capabilities to adapt to inexperienced situations.
3. ESSENTIAL COMMON FUNCTIONS FOR THE
NEW MODEL
Some points of essential functions needed for the new
era would be discussed here, though not full of them.
Before that we should check our current practices, pros
and cons as Table 3 below.
Especially in the Far East the practices related to
MCP still remained few in numbers and as some subset
of linear, mass produce system and economy of scale,
and mere marketing tactics, in existing business model.
From consumer side the lack of good cases well
beyond expectations, and from provider side too small
the numbers of customer to maintain the system if
installed. Low enthusiasm also could be seen for years.

Fig. 5. Current and Extended textile industry
Current industry had been streamlined to the existing
supply chain under linear model. In Japan and EU
coincidentally, as I heard from my European business
friend, textile collection, sorting and material recycling,
had not been regarded within textile industry [21]. They
are essential part to close the loop and the business scope
of textile industry should be extended to collaborate with
them.
We know that EU already assisted funding for the
ambitious projects such as Resyntex [22] and Fibersort
[23]. The former one was a €11 million research project
with the core objective to create a new circular economy
concept for the textile and chemical industries through
industrial symbiosis. The later one was a technology
development project that automatically sorts large
volumes of mixed post consumer textiles by fiber type.
The project gathered the data of current textile generated
and collected from various source in NW Europe with
some estimation, which enjoys relatively high utilization
[24] than the Far East which lacks the basic data, as Fig.
6. below.
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on textile industry by the foundation was already
published in 2017 [32].
In case consumers could shift to the stage of
decoupling the individual rights of use from possession,
we could accelerate circular business models even in
Mass Customisation.
4. THE NEXT PRACTICES AND BEYOND
Fig. 6. PostConsumer Textile Flow by Fibersort
When utilizing products collection of customized
goods the vendor should have their precise data, contents
of materials, chemicals used and contained, and so on, as
far as maintained and stored data properly. Universal
referential database on products might be important
beyond company boundary to organize the exploitation
of ‘urban mines’ such as Urban Mine Platform [25] for
vehicles, batteries and EEE. But before that word could
be applied to textile business as ‘urban materials’ we
could begin a standalone system with Mass
Customisation one by one to commit circular economy.
If the firm customer assets the business had it would be
easy to get warm understanding and participation in the
new experiment from dedicated consumer customers. We
should need the firm trust with society to maintain
balance between efficiency and privacy in this transition
phase.
Even in some countries the textile products for
consumers should carry care labels with law enforcement
or voluntary. The label carries care instruction with
material composition for both mass produce and
customised. That distributed system with each product
has its limitation on the information carried both
varieties and volume, for example we have no
information provided with products such as contained
chemical substance. In the program of proper chemical
substance named SAICM [26], a policy framework to
promote chemical safety around the world, there has
been four priority sector projects, though ad-hoc, called
Chemicals in Products (CiP) [27] for building materials,
toys, consumer electronics and textile products. That
shows that textile products lack the information of
contained chemical substances. We know that the
technology could bring in the smart solution as we
already employed to realize mass customised products.
Circular economy should be the solution to cope with
nature and earth and that means we have to face broad
shift in total system. In post COVID-19 Pandemic era the
system might become the center practices in some
consumer goods industry including expendables. Even in
the pre Pandemic the proposal to shift textile industry to
circular economy due to the transcendental use of
resources in the industry such as water, energy and
materials [28]. Also shifting to circular economy had
been proposed by Dame Ellen MacArthur and her
Foundation who proposed the need of broad transition to
circular economy at World Economic Forum in 2012
[29]. She had been interviewed by BBC and claimed that
the approach could mean savings of $630bn for Europe
alone [30]. The timing of the proposal from the
foundation was well before EU published a package to a
circular economy in 2015 [31]. Also the focused report
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Subscription model, onw od decoupled model
between posession and usage rights, already has been
introduced in some field but not the mainstream at
present. Most of existing model could provide consumers
with only from the pre-fixed products selected by the
vendors and mass produced ones. If we could see the sift
and decoupling then consumers could enjoy Mass
Customised products with subscription and that might
become the smart solution of circular textiles. We could
build the system and products to fit more suited for the
circular model than existing situations since we could
share the background sustainability information with
quite few effort easily. The new system could become
the main stream position from today’s subset for more
range of products as we experienced Lockdown globally.
We learned the value of inconvenience to speed down
and wait for some time to get products in hand since it
would actually take some time and there were some
people worked behind for us to produce and deliver
consumer products for us. We could wait for their lead
time, not necessarily everything from the shelves we
could get immediately.
There were arguments that individual home delivery
one by one to customers should have quite high
environment footprint (EF) with one way delivery from
the depots and it's almost of the essential practice of
subscription model. But circular Mass Customisation
system could improve EF significantly with vein
logistics practice, collecting goods of after use or expired
period goods contracted. As we knew that reclaimed or
recycled material has low EF already as one of Japanese
research project reported in 2004 [33]. For example
dimethyl terephthalate(DMT), the common material for
polyester yarn, had been calculated that recycled DMT
has eighty four percent lower energy consumption [33]
and all kinds of fiber recyled has EF lower rate than
virgin counterpart.
In Japane textile industry failed to utilise the precious
asset above to start our own journey toward circularity.
Especially I know one of a member of its contributing
committee so I could get to know the importance and the
real value of the editing process. Another regret when we
search the report today we should reach to the archives
of National Diet Library due to the site renewal of our
ministry which sponsored and carried the report online.
It's too hard to find online now for ordinaly industry
people.
The customer absence rate of home delivery has
become the huge EF factor and it could not be ignored
also in Japan. Home delivery carry quite amount of air or
cussioning material within each parcel boxes or
envelopes than business delivery so EF and delivery
labor cost easily climb up but it’s essential function for
direct marketing to every consumers. In Japan only a

couple of delivery providers operate nationally after
harsh competition years. One pioneer home delivery
service provider of the last mile to home started the
membership system [34] that the registered member
could re-negotiate directly with them, not with the
vendor they ordered, the delivery time zone, date and
place, such as changing from home to office, until one
day prior to original delivery contracts with the vendor.
The company would send reminder emails to their
members when the name and address provided from
vendors equal to the searching result of their own
database of registered members since the vendor should
provide the customers’ name and address but email
address. The contents include the sender or vendor name,
available fastest time and date with the destination
address and delivery status. The smart system developed
and installed by themselves finally could eliminate the
absent rate significantly. Though only the frequent users
of e-comerce home delivery already joined as their
members and the rest of not so frequent buyers might be
out of that smart system.
In voluntary Stay Home period, not Lockdown but
mandated ethically in the Far East the drivers spent hard
days to deliver huge vollume of parcels than the previous
peritod but the absent rate reported remained at
significant low numbers [35].
With one step further to collaborate with logistics
providers subscription system could be more efficient
and sustainable, for example logistic provider could open
their sorting function for the collected items which is
critical for circular economy but the different and new
type of function for retailors. As in normal arterial
logistics there are good examples so called the third party
logistics to manage value added functions such as
warehouse management with delivery services.
As reffered previously the program of collecting
postconsumer textiles have been remained at the very
early stages globally. The first country introduced
mandate collection was France but all the French
vendors had not set up their own take back program but
contribute some amount of money to assist collectrors, a
sort of new tax for them. In Japan some vendors started
to install collection boxes within their retail outlets but
collected items had been handed to recyclers free of
charge and payed no attention how the collected items
handled. Mass Customised subscription model has the
capability to take back most efficiently postconsumer
textiles. Postconsumer textiles related process,
collecting, sorting, resale and material recycling should
be handled by themselve or the contracting delivery
service provider most smoothly and properly due to the
strong point the other could not catch up that they have
the all needed information on the product collected. Such
information could propel circular system quite smoothly
with minimum EF as well as the cost.
The safety issues to maintain information on their
customer should be critical under strict requirements of
GDPR. The information should be shifted to the core
business value from today’s mere fuel for marketing
engine. Although installing capabilities of safe storage
system might be another cost factor but that investment
could be welcomed by the dedicated customers as trust
building fundamental infrastructure.

The broad accountability on information sharing
including background system would be essential for such
practice and another factor to be trusted. There has been
one implicaing case already. In November 2011
Everlane, Inc. started garment retail business in San
Francisco and its radical transparency was a big news
that they started to disclose all direct cost of materials to
manufacturing labor to transportation fee of every kind
of product they provide [36]. That boosted Everlane the
brand value instantly to one of the trusted sustainability
front runner but quite a few followers at this moment.
5. CONCLUSION
Is the group of leading companies responsible for the
new era still consisted with existing companies
transformed or a new entrants?
We all know that these transformation might not be
easy. They say that the needed skills might be different
and skills could not be developed overnight. There are
some narrow minded parents to tell their children not to
play with friends whose parents are essential workers
whom regarded high risk occupation under voluntary
stay home in Japan. It was the sad story but the rest of us
could understand deeply in the stay home period that our
society has been fully supported by these essential
workers, though not fully visible, with sincere gratitude
and solidarity. It was a good chance for us to learn the
structre of our society and the inter dependability of
service provided.
The bright side still exist. The intangible skill holder
should also be employees of industry and they were
faced to transform themselves to the New Normal. That
means not all of them but some would be able to adapt
themselves to the new future. If the person could adapt to
the different social system she or he would be capable to
get the needed skills for the next business practices. The
business should have the firm root within the society,
another needed aspects of S and G factors.
Untill this pandemic the importance of sifting to
circular economy has been only the discussion topics
among acamdemy and CEOs, not recognized within
textile industry. Mass Customisation remained the subset
of traditional economy of scale. After this Pandemic it’s
a good opportunity for business to transform themselves
to circular satege with support from the people and
society learned. For the true practioner the choice should
be inevitable from merely an option of previous days.
Subscription model also could contribute to acceralate to
transform circular.
We should be flexible to open up the new business in
the New Normal. The Mass Customisation and its
subscription model could contribute well in the coming
era. Along with the actual practitioners I would like to go
this long way forward as a parallel runner. I remember
every time the value of cooperation as I learned the
phrase from Italian textile sustainable business group
website. "If you want to go fast go alone, if you want to
go far go together" [37].
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